
RVDC
Radial Vane diffuseR with hePa filteR



Typical Applications
The air pattern produced by the RVDC 

promotes a high rate of induction and 

rapid mixing of clean supply air with 

the room air, thereby reducing particle 

contamination and making this product 

ideal for cleanrooms.

FEATURES
 +  Room Side Replaceable Filter

 +  Designed for Easy Cleaning and 

Maintenance

 +  Room Side Adjustable Damper

 +  Static Pressure Port

 +  Leak Free Construction

 +  Casing Insulation

Product Highlights
Price RVDC Radial Vane Diffuser with replaceable HEPA filter features radial slots that 
provide a high induction “vortex” airflow that projects horizontally from the face of the 
diffuser. The resulting airflow provides rapid mixing of supply air with the room air and 
relatively short throws, allowing large quantities of air to be introduced while maintaining 
thermal comfort. 

Room Side Replaceable Filter 
 +  The RVDC features a room side replaceable filter that can be replaced without disturbing 

the ceiling or ductwork. 

 +  Four, easy to use, thumb wheel retainers hold the filter in place and provide positive 
fastening and easy removal. 

 + A gel seal filter frame and knife-edge flange provide a leak-proof seal between the 
filter and housing. 

 + The RVDC is compatible with HE, HEPA, and ULPA filters.

Radial Vane Diffuser with Integrated HEPA Filter

Designed for Easy Cleaning 
and Maintenance 

 + The RVDC is designed to withstand 
vigorous cleaning to prevent biological 
growth. 

 + Flush appearance, quarter turn 
fasteners, and stainless steel retainer 
cables make the diffuser face easy to 
remove for quick access to the plenum 
for cleaning and filter replacement.

Room Side Adjustable Damper 
 + A remote cable operator allows 

adjustment of the damper with the filter 
in place using a standard screwdriver.

Static Pressure Port 
 +  A static pressure port is provided to 

measure pressure drop across the filter, 
and to sample aerosol concentrations 
before the filter when testing the filter 
for leaks. 

Leak Free Construction 
 +  To achieve the required cleanliness 

level, the entire diffuser/filter assembly 
is leak free to prevent unfiltered air from 
entering the space. 

 +  The RVDC is factory tested in accordance 
with Standard IEST-RP-CC034.3 for 
scan testing to ensure the housing 
and frame are consistent with the filter 
leakage standards.

Casing Insulation 
 + The optional foil backed casing insulation 

controls condensation and thermal gain. 
The ½ inch external insulation meets 
ASTM E84 and UL723 requirements.
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Dimensional Data

Reference submittal 266866

Initials
Completion dateFactory order no OperatorSch datePart qty Comment/TagIssued date Blank qty

6 1/2"

W-1/4"

L-1/4"

Nominal Sizes

Imperial Metric

Inlet Size W x L W x L Filter Area

10 in. 24 in. x 24 in. 610 mm x 610 mm 2.037 sq. ft.
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Product Improvement is a continuing endeavour at Price. Therefore, specifications are subject to change without notice.
Consult your Price Sales Representative for current specifications or more detailed information. Not all products may be

available in all geographic areas. All goods described in this document are warranted as described in the Limited Warranty
shown at priceindustries.com. The complete Price product catalog can be viewed online at priceindustries.com.
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